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Abstract
BACKGROUND 
A recent meta-analysis has confirmed that the effects of psychotherapy on 
patients with borderline personality disorders (BPD) are still insufficiently 
understood. Evidence of differences between different types of therapies has been 
questioned.

AIM 
To study repetitive interaction patterns in patients with BPD undergoing either 
psychoanalysis or psychodynamic therapy.

METHODS 
Psychoanalysis (PSA) or psychodynamic psychotherapy (PDT) was administered 
to 10 patients each, the two groups were matched. Therapy regimens were 
applied according to care as usual/manualized including quality control and 
supervision as usual. Randomization to one of the groups was done after baseline 
assessment. During classical PSA (n = 10) and PDT (n = 10), semiannually, 
recordings (audio or video) of five consecutive therapy sessions were taken over 
three years for an ex-post analysis. The patients' characteristics, such as affect 
parameters [Affect regulation and experience Q-sort (AREQ)], quality of object 
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relations (quality of object relations scale) and personality traits [Shedler-Westen 
Assessment Procedure (SWAP-200)] were analyzed retrospectively by 
independent raters. Therapeutic action (psychotherapy process Q-sort) and 
affective (re)actions of the patients (AREQ) were then analyzed in relation to 
changes found in the patients' characteristics.

RESULTS 
During the first year of therapy (PSA: n = 10; PDT: n = 9), the therapeutic method 
PSA was associated with significant improvements in the variable "SWAP 
Borderline", while in PDT change was not significantly different to baseline (PSA: 
P = 0.04; PDT: P = 0.33). Long-term results and follow up was available for seven 
participants in PSA and for five in PDT after three years; change in SWAP 
borderline for the whole sample was not significant at this time point when 
confronting to baseline (P = 0.545). However, differences between PSA and PDT 
were significant when analyzing the “mean change” in the SWAP Borderline 
variable after one year of therapy (P = 0.024): PSA led to slightly increased BPD 
symptoms, while PDT to a decrease; for the long run, variance of observed change 
was higher in PSA than in PDT (SDPSA ± 9.29 vs SDPDT ± 7.94). Our assumption that 
transference interpretations, closely followed by affective changes in the patient, 
could be useful modes of interaction was reproducible in our findings, especially 
when looking at the descriptive findings in the long-term data. The analysis of 
repetitive interaction structures demonstrated a very specific "time-lag" between 
therapeutic intervention and a corresponding increase in positive affect in 
successful therapy cases.

CONCLUSION 
Exploring the change processes in the patients' characteristics and linking these 
changes to specific treatment strategies is of clinical importance when starting 
treatment and for its long-term progress.

Key Words: Psychoanalysis; Psychodynamic psychotherapy; Borderline personality 
disorder; Affect regulation; Affect regulation and experience Q-sort; Transference

©The Author(s) 2021. Published by Baishideng Publishing Group Inc. All rights reserved.

Core Tip: This is a retrospective study to evaluate similarities and differences between 
psychoanalysis (PSA) and psychodynamic psychotherapy (PDT) in patients with 
borderline personality disorder. Both treatments were adequately effective. However, 
interactional aspects varied between PSA and PDT, requiring further investigation and 
consideration in therapy.

Citation: Steinmair D, Wong G, Frantal S, Rohm C, Löffler-Stastka H. Affect regulation in 
psychoanalytic treatments of patients with a borderline personality disorder–psychoanalysis and 
psychodynamic psychotherapy–a comparison. World J Psychiatr 2021; 11(12): 1328-1345
URL: https://www.wjgnet.com/2220-3206/full/v11/i12/1328.htm
DOI: https://dx.doi.org/10.5498/wjp.v11.i12.1328

INTRODUCTION
In treatment research and outcome studies, the specific factors within the therapeutic 
process which lead to clinically significant progress are often not as apparent as one 
might hope. This applies to classical psychoanalysis (PSA)[1] as well as to psychoana-
lytically oriented psychotherapy/psychodynamic psychotherapy (PDT)[2]. There is a 
lack of empirical data, particularly studies regarding psychoanalytic techniques, 
demonstrating the need for further research in this field[3]. Studies examining factors 
at work in the psychoanalytic process which determine outcome measures are rare[4,
5]. A major objective in psychoanalytic process research is the identification and 
validation of factors that lead to structural change and changes in maladaptive 
emotional patterns[6]. Intended for evaluating treatment progress, by examining 
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P-Editor: Fan JR process factors in connection to outcome measures, the following variables were of 
importance for the present study.

Outcome measures–patient characteristics and influencing factors 
One important point is that experiences that are affectively meaningful[7] and/or 
affects that are difficult to tolerate represent the essential catalysts for change. Several 
treatment studies have examined or even verified this hypothesis[8-10]. Affective 
instability and impulsivity due to impaired affect perception and regulation leading to 
intra- and interpersonal dysfunction are key features in patients with borderline 
personality disorder (BPD). Clinical researchers have suggested that attention be paid 
to affective experience, for it determines positive outcomes[11] (see also[12-14]). In this 
matter, one should attempt to specify which affective state in connection with a 
particular personality pathology (e.g., quality of object relation[5]) should be dealt 
with, in order to achieve satisfying treatment outcomes. The next logical step would 
then be to identify to what extent therapeutic action during the analytic process is 
responsible for the observed therapeutic results[15].

Therapeutic action–active elements and mediators
Psychoanalytic treatment studies investigating therapeutic interventions, which are 
mainly based on psychoanalytic models of mental functioning[16], are quite rare. 
However, Jones and Ablon[17] and Jones[18] conceptualized the mode of therapeutic 
action, describing it as a "repetitive interaction structure"[17,18]. This empirically 
derived conceptualization, of the therapist-patient interaction, covers both therapeutic 
actions [e.g., clarification, confrontation, (transference) interpretation] and the patient's 
(re)actions. Depending on the perspective, a patient's (re)action may be seen as a 
reflection of his/her own psychic structure, object representation, compromise 
formation or impulse-defence configuration. A similar concept is known as the 
"transference-countertransference-process"[4]. Kantrowitz[4] and Jones[18] were one of 
the first to claim that dynamic aspects in patient-therapist interactions, being resonant 
or dissonant, are essential to therapy results[4,18]. The "two-person-process" should 
therefore be explored, to widen our knowledge of patient characteristics, particularly 
of influencing factors (such as affect parameters, transference patterns, or object 
relations patterns), and most notably regarding the agents of therapeutic action. The 
role these influencing factors play in therapy outcomes is currently quite well 
researched (see the quality of object relations[5]). The mediating function of the quality 
of the therapeutic relationship between patient and therapist, which is configured 
early on in therapy (in general as early as in the 2nd session), has already been 
described by Blatt and Zuroff[19] (2005) as being extremely important for the 
therapeutic process[19].

Hence, questions arise of how therapeutic interaction styles during psychoanalytic 
treatments come about, how they are displayed and explored and how these modes of 
interaction can create a foundation for treatment progress and the change process in 
general. In the current study, affect parameters and character traits (item constel-
lations), which have already shown predictive power for therapy outcomes in other 
samples[20], were compared to differentiate types of interaction styles. Our invest-
igation was applied to PSA and PDT of BPD patients in a retrospective study: By 
analyzing recordings of sets of consecutive sessions of two matched groups of BPD 
patients. The hypothesis was that changes during the treatment process would only 
occur if specific therapist-patient interactions emerge. The therapist-patient interaction 
was hypothetically defined as being effective when therapeutic action was met, after a 
particular time interval, with an affective (re)action (meaning an increase in positive 
affects) in the patient.

Based on the hypothesis, that significant therapeutic interactions occur in both 
treatment forms, the objective of the study was to explore the differences between 
"classical psychoanalysis–PSA" and "psychodynamic psychotherapy–PDT". By 
employing therapy concomitant evaluations, first treatment outcomes and second 
interaction styles of the repetitive interaction structure were examined for differences.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Therapeutic methods and therapists
Our study group took audio/videotapes of PSA sessions and PDT sessions semian-
nually. All participants and the therapists involved gave their informed consent.
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PSA: Ten patients were treated at four sessions a week with PSA. Each patient was 
treated by a different therapist. The analysts had a minimum of five years of clinical 
experience in conducting psychoanalytic treatment and had completed their training 
at the Vienna Psychoanalytic Society [German: Wiener Psychoanalytische Vereinigung 
(WPV)/IPA]. Weekly supervisions, based on a modern, object-relational Kleinian 
model[21,22] and additionally two external supervisions, each performed every three 
months by two training analysts from the British Psychoanalytic Society (Segal H and 
Daniel P), verify the analytic quality of and therapy adherence to the therapeutic 
model.

PDT: Ten further patients were treated at two sessions a week with PDT. In this 
group also, each patient was treated by a different therapist. The therapists had 
completed their psychotherapeutic training according to the manual for PDT[14]. 
Supervisions, ensuring the quality of therapy and therapy adherence, were performed 
weekly by an experienced training analyst and PDT supervisor.

Psychoanalysis: In psychoanalytic treatment, non-directive listening is carried out 
with a neutral attitude, aiming to overcome sources of resistance, with the method of 
free association at the heart of the technique. Thus, although the analyst must get 
involved with the patient, he remains "equidistant" from the id, ego, and superego, as 
well as with respect to conflicts in the relationship and within the therapist himself
[23]. Key psychoanalytic concepts (the unconscious, drives, defenses, object relations, 
Oedipus complex, transference) have a direct impact upon concepts for treatment 
technique (countertransference, interpretation, resistance)[24]. The analyst's focus is on 
the patient's mind during the therapy session rather than on the patient's existence in 
"external reality". The treatment goal is the development of ability for self-reflection 
and analysis, symbolizing and engaging in object relations.

Unlike in psychoanalytic oriented therapy, the higher frequency of the sessions 
provides a suitable framework for the analysis of hitherto abstract fears, wishes, and 
unconscious conflicts. However, as distinguished from PDT, the indication for PSA is 
sometimes limited due to lacking reflective functioning skills, ego-integration, and 
externalizing defense processes.

Therapists' adherence to the method taught by the Vienna Psychoanalytic Society 
(WPV/IPA) was ensured by supervision carried out on a regular basis, as described 
above.

PDT in patients with a borderline personality: For a more thorough description of 
the applied method, see the textbook of Burian and Grossmann-Garger[25]. Psycho-
dynamic or "psychoanalytic-oriented" psychotherapy is derived from psychoanalysis, 
but it differs from it not only by the frequency of sessions, but also by the lack of the 
use of a couch[26]. The therapeutic activity is defined, rather, by a clear problem 
statement and by work on the alleviation of symptoms or on identity integration. This 
method emphasizes the importance of the patient's actual external reality, and 
emphasis is brought to the here and now[25]. Transference interpretation and analysis 
of the transference relationship aims for modification of internalized patterns 
regarding object relations, behavior, and affect perception and regulation. Treatment 
goals often imply work on a sense of consistency about who oneself and others are 
across time and different contexts[26].

In contrast with psychoanalysis, neutrality frequently has to be sacrificed because of 
danger arising from possibly destructive enactment, when patients seem unable to 
contain their inner psychic conflicts. Supportive interventions are sometimes 
necessary.

Adherence of the therapists to the manual[14] was ensured by the supervision 
carried out at a regular basis mentioned above.

Participant population
We applied a hot spot recruiting strategy that allowed for a matched pair design. The 
patient recruitment timeframe was four years. All patients willing to participate in the 
study, and fulfilling the inclusion criteria were included in the study. Participants 
treated with PSA and PDT were matched according to age, gender, DSM-IV-TR 
diagnosis[27] (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, DSM, American 
Psychiatric Association 2000), pathological personality traits, assessed using Shedler-
Westen Assessment Procedure-200 (SWAP-200)[28], and Kernberg[29]'s structural 
diagnosis. The audio/videotape analysis of recorded sessions and comparing the two 
therapeutic methods applied was carried out only after the completion of three years 
of psychotherapy. Thus the analysis's findings did not influence the therapeutic 
interventions. All patients showed the structural diagnosis of a BPD[29]. All 
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participants underwent Structured Clinical Interview for the DSM-IV-TR Disorders 
and an examination by a psychiatrist (i.e., care and quality control as usual). Only 
participants fulfilling the DSM-IV diagnosis of BPD were included in the study. The 
participants had the following DSM-IV diagnosis of axis 1 comorbidities: Major 
depression, dysthymia, depression, anxiety disorder, eating disorder (22%: 296.00, 
17%: 300.4, 10%: 311, 39%: 300.0, 12%: 307.0). The study included 20 patients, with an 
average age of 31 years (± 9). Patients were randomly assigned to therapists, often 
depending on the availability of a therapist.

The sample consisted of four (20%) male and 16 (80%) female patients with a 
relatively high level of education: While three patients (15%) only finished compulsory 
school, 14 patients (70%) were high school graduates and three (15%) had a university 
degree. Most of the patients (17) were single (85%); however, two (10%) were married, 
and one (5%) was divorced. One patient from the PDT group was excluded from the 
analysis since only baseline data were collected for the patient, and no further data on 
therapy development during the follow-ups were available. In Table 1, further 
descriptive analysis of the patient population, including mean SWAP profile scores, 
for both therapy groups (PSA vs PDT) is presented.

Ethic: Approval from the ethics committee of the City of Vienna and the Medical 
University of Vienna was given; EK Nr.: 2169/2013. This study was done in 
accordance with the terms set forth in the Declaration of Helsinki. Written informed 
consent was given.

Design
After obtaining informed consent for this observational study, treatment sessions of 
twenty patients were recorded semiannually over a period of three years. In the case of 
PSA, treatment sessions were assessed using verbatim transcripts and audio 
recordings of the peer-supervisions as well as external supervisions, while in the case 
of PDT, sessions were assessed using video recordings.

From the beginning of therapy, in an interval of six months, recordings (audio or 
video) of five consecutive therapy sessions were analyzed for patient characteristics 
and interactions, using the following instruments.

Instruments analyzing patient characteristics
SWAP-200: Character traits were determined using the SWAP-200[24,26], assessed by 
two independent external raters, both of whom were medical students, each having at 
least six years of experience with the instrument; with adequate training, they 
regularly underwent assessments of inter-rater reliability. Their inter-rater reliability 
showed a constant κmean = 0.69. The SWAP-200 is a personality assessment instrument 
for use by clinically experienced mental health professionals requiring a professional 
assessment (e.g., during an ongoing therapeutic engagement) or a systematic clinical 
research interview. Test-retest reliability for the instrument is r = 0.85 for the SWAP's 
trait and personality disorder dimensions. The mean reliability when comparing to 
DSM-IV personality disorders was 0.90 for SWAP scales. Multiple research groups in 
multiple samples have provided strong evidence, qualifying SWAP-200 as a reliable 
and valid measure independent from applied methods[30]. The SWAP is based on the 
Q-sort method, and thus it uses a fixed score distribution, with items being rated as 
more or less descriptive of a person, with the possibility of detecting even fine 
nuances.

Based on the SWAP-200 scoring systems, personality score profiles are generated. 
The scores are standardized scores (T-scores) based on norms established in a clinical 
sample[28]. Scores indicate the match between a patient and a diagnostic prototype 
derived either from DSM-IV diagnostic categories (which include the personality 
disorders in DSM-IV as well as depressive personality disorder) and/or an alternative 
set of personality syndromes derived empirically (via Q-factor analysis, see SWAP 
manual). Thus, a high degree of overlap with the SWAP-profile "dysregulated/ 
borderline" (i.e., variable SWAP-borderline") indicates that the degree of resemblance 
between the actual patients with the diagnostic prototype representing the personality 
disorder is also very high. The "Borderline/Emotionally Dysregulated" personality is 
described as overlapping with the DSM-IV construct. Patients with this profile lack 
affect-regulation (intense and volatile affect) and show states of desperation and 
despair with a tendency to self-harm[31].

Affect experience and affect regulation Q-sort (AREQ): Affective experience and 
affect regulation were assessed using the affect regulation and experience Q-sort 
AREQ[32,33]. The AREQ is an expert-rating, 98-item Q-sort test, exploring affective 
functioning using an interview. Sufficient convergent and discriminant validity have 
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Table 1 Descriptive analysis of the patients in the therapy groups psychoanalysis and psychodynamic psychotherapy

PSA (n = 10) PDT (n = 9) P value1

Mean age (yr) 30.4 ± 7.5 31.9 ± 10.2 0.719

Sex 8 f, 2 m 7 f, 2 m 0.912

Therapeutic dose (mean) 390 sessions 124 sessions 0.001

DSM IV axis II diagnosis Borderline personality disorder

Structural diagnosis Borderline personality organization

SWAP diagnosis

Paranoid 49.37 48.85 0.871

Schizoid 49.65 54.79 0.201

Schizotypal 51.27 53.72 0.475

Antisocial 49.22 45.62 0.132

Borderline 52.97 48.62 0.289

Histrionic 53.92 46.37 0.127

Narcissistic 50.86 46.56 0.249

Avoidant 47.78 54.18 0.037

Dependent 49.29 52.01 0.233

Obsessive-compulsive 47.65 52.51 0.245

1P value calculated using ANOVA. PSA: Psychoanalysis; PDT: Psychodynamic psychotherapy (i.e., psychoanalytically oriented psychotherapy); SWAP: 
Shedler-Westen Assessment Procedure.

been shown. Affect experience includes the following three factors: Socialized negative 
affect, positive and intense negative affect, and affect experience, the latter of which 
itself includes reality focused response, externalizing defense, and avoidant defense
[32]. The inter-rater reliability of two independent raters, both having an average of six 
years of experience with the instrument, showed an average κ = 0.70. They were both 
medical students, undergoing regular training and quality assessment.

Quality of object relations scale (QORS): The quality of object relations was 
evaluated by two independent external raters, using the QORS[33,34], and showed an 
inter-rater reliability of κmean = 0.69. The raters were both medical students, undergoing 
regular training and quality assessment. The QORS is an interview-based expert-
measure with adequate criterion-related, construct validity[35]. The QORS assesses 
personality pathology with respect to object-relational maturity. Object relations are 
intrapsychic representations of self- and objects which arise out of emotionally 
important early relationships. The level of object relations is a known factor related to 
the outcome of psychotherapy. The interview scale consists of five levels of object-
relational patterns with the manual giving explicit criteria for each of them and a 
description of prototypical cases. The rater distributes a total of 100 points, allocating 
them to five object-relational levels: Primitive, searching, triangular, controlling, and 
mature (for a thorough description of the method see[35]). According to Lindfors and 
colleagues, low quality of object relations is characterized by discontinuity and 
devaluation in relationships, with poor self-confidence and major separations in 
childhood identified as predictors of low-QOR[35].

Instruments analyzing processes occurring during therapy
Psychotherapy relationship questionnaire (PRQ): The quality of the psychotherapeutic 
relationship was assessed using the German version[36] of the PRQ[37]. With the help 
of 90 items, five dimensions of transference relationship patterns (hostile, narcissistic, 
anxious/preoccupied, avoidant/counter dependent, and sexualized) as well as a 
positive working alliance (secure/engaged) can be differentiated. The dimension 
"positive working alliance" is of particular interest to the current study, and as Bradley 
et al[37] and Tanzilli et al[38] have already shown, it acts as an indicator for the quality 
of the working relationship between patient and therapist, which in turn, strongly 
predicts treatment outcome in psychotherapy[39].
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Psychotherapy process Q-sort (PQS): Patient-therapist interrelation variables were 
assessed using the PQS[40,41]. For this study, in order to analyze the process occurring 
during therapy, only items related to therapeutic action were utilized[41] (Table 2). 
From a psychoanalytic perspective, these items specifically covered transference 
interpretations considering the "total situation" described by Joseph/Astor[42]. The 
goal was to evaluate dyad-specific interaction structures, which are recurrent, 
mutually influencing patterns of interrelation between therapist and patient, whose 
experience, recognition, and understanding are fundamental elements of therapeutic 
action[17,34]. Therapeutic action was evaluated by two independent raters (κmean = 0.84) 
using the items presented in Table 2.

The raters were medical students, undergoing regular training, interrater 
assessments, and quality control.

Statistics
The statistical methods of this study were performed and reviewed by a biomedical 
statistician, Sophie Frantal, from the Medical University of Vienna before submission.

To begin with, a descriptive analysis (mean, standard deviation, minimum and 
maximum) of the variables of interest was created. However, due to the rather small 
sample-size, also ranges were used to characterize the sample. Next, the differences 
between the two groups (PSA and PDT), based on pre-post comparison of the main 
factor "SWAP Borderline"[28], were examined. For this purpose, the scores at the 
beginning of therapy (t1), after one year of therapy (t3) and after three years of therapy 
(t7), were evaluated. Also, additional factors possibly influencing outcome, such as 
age, gender, education, family status and gender of the therapist, were included in the 
analysis. Missing values, detected after data documentation, were excluded from the 
analysis. To answer the question dealing with the differences between the two 
therapeutic methods in concern to the changes observed in the variable "SWAP 
Borderline", all variables of interest were tested in univariate analysis (linear 
regression or variance analyses). Only variables that showed statistically significant p-
values in the univariate analysis were subsequently tested in a multivariate linear 
model (ANOVA or ANCOVA). Furthermore, effect size was also calculated for groups 
PSA and PDT.

In the following step, differences between the two therapy groups concerning the 
factors "positive affect" (AREQ), "QORS-total score", "therapeutic action" (PQS), and 
"positive working alliance" (PRQ) were assessed. These factors were explored in the 
same manner as the factor "SWAP Borderline". Similarly, in the cases, where the 
variable of interest "therapeutic method" did not show any statistically significant 
effects, no further risk factors were analyzed. The number of therapy sessions 
("therapeutic dose"), defined as the mean number of sessions in which each 
therapeutic method (PSA vs PDT) was applied, was also tested as a factor possibly 
having influence on the variable "Borderline".

Analyses were performed using the "freeware" program R.2.8.0[43] and SPSS 
Statistics version 17.0. P < 0.05 were considered to be statistically significant.

RESULTS
Progress results
The differences between the two therapeutic methods, PSA and PDT, with regards to 
the main variable "SWAP Borderline", are presented in Table 3. Even though the 
differences are not significant, a simple comparison between the mean values shows 
that borderline pathology, in the case of PSA, continuously decreases. However, in the 
PDT group, it primarily increases, particularly in the first year. This observation is also 
reflected in the effect size: d = 0.79 after one year of PSA, d = 0.88 after three years of 
PSA, d = 0.04 between first and third year of PSA; d = |0.40| after one year of PDT, d = 
0.04 after three years of PDT, d = 0.33 between first and third year of PDT. After three 
years of PDT, the main variable "Borderline" improves considerably compared to the 
values measured after the first year of PDT, whereupon the therapeutic method PSA 
shows less change in the same time span. This, however, must be interpreted with 
caution, due to the fewer number of patients after three years of therapy (three 
dropouts in PSA, four dropouts in PDT after three years). Even tough, the dropout rate 
is not surprising, as it might be related to the frequent alliance ruptures typical for 
borderline pathology, and the naturalistic design must be considered before 
generalizing this finding. However, looking beyond the main variable and more at 
individual items in detail, in both groups, patients who dropped out were charac-
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Table 2 Items from the psychotherapy process Q-sort–that were applied to assess therapeutic action in the present study

Item Description

2 Therapist draws attention to patient’s non-verbal behavior, e.g., body posture, gestures

22 Therapist focuses on patient’s feelings of guilt

28 Therapist accurately perceives the therapeutic process

36 Therapist points out patient’s use of defensive maneuvers, e.g., undoing, denial 

40 Therapist makes interpretations referring to actual people in the patient’s life

50 Therapist draws attention to feelings regarded by the patient as unacceptable (e.g., anger, envy, excitement) 

62 Therapist identifies a recurrent theme in the patient’s experience or conduct 

65 Therapist clarifies, restates, or rephrases patient’s communication 

67 Therapist interprets warded-off or unconscious wishes, feelings, or ideas

79 Therapist comments on changes in patient’s mood or affect 

80 Therapist presents an experience or event in a different perspective

82 The patient’s behavior during the hour is reformulated by the therapist in a way not explicitly recognized previously 

93 Therapist is neutral 

98 The therapy relationship is a focus of discussion

100 Therapist draws connections between the therapeutic relationship and other relationships 

Table 3 Differences in the variable “Shedler-Westen Assessment Procedure Borderline” measured at baseline (t1), after 1 yr of therapy 
(t3) and after 3 yr of therapy (t7) (mean ± SD)

n (%) Min Max P value1 dt32 dt72

PSA 10 52.97 8.73 42.69 71.88 0.79 0.88

PDT 9 48.62 8.56 40.23 67.63 |0.40| 0.04

Baseline (t1)

Total 19 50.90 8.70 40.23 71.88 0.289 0.24 0.45

PSA 10 46.26 8.21 29.99 60.21 0.04

PDT 9 51.80 7.49 40.26 65.30 0.33

After 1 yr of therapy (t3)

Total 19 48.88 8.17 29.99 65.30 0.145 0.20

PSA 7 45.96 6.75 37.63 56.78

PDT 5 49.01 10.20 38.90 61.33

After 3 yr of therapy (t7)

Total 12 47.23 8.07 37.63 61.33 0.545

1P value calculated using ANOVA.
2d = Cohen’s. d: Represents effect size measured after 1 yr (t3) and after 3 yr (t7) of therapy.
PSA: Psychoanalysis; PDT: Psychodynamic psychotherapy; SWAP: Shedler-Westen Assessment Procedure; SWAP-borderline: SWAP personality 
syndrome “dysregulated/borderline”.

terized by an increase of projective mechanisms (projection, projective identification) 
as displayed in SWAP-Item 076 and Item 116. This was observed mainly during the 
first year (Figure 1), but generally persisted until the moment a patient dropped out of 
therapy. Additionally, it was observed that these patients and their therapists showed 
low scores in the PQS-Item 36, 50 (displaying therapists' work on defensive 
mechanisms) and PQS-Item 28 (therapists' accurate perception of the therapy process) 
(Table 2). These ratings might display a lack of ability to perceive, contain and work 
through the projective mechanisms in the therapeutic relationship (Figure 1), which 
was also observed and discussed in the supervision group. Interestingly, drop-out 
patients' pressure and usage of projective mechanisms were low at the beginning of 
both forms of therapy compared to continuing and finishing patients, who presented 
higher amounts of projective identification at the beginning of therapy. Also, PQS 
Items 36, 50, and 28 (Table 2) were higher in cases where therapy reached completion. 
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Figure 1 Course of Shedler-Westen Assessment Procedure-items 76 and 116. Course of sensible Shedler-Westen Assessment Procedure-Items 076 
(‘7’, black) and 116 (‘11’, grey) both assessing “projective identification” (Item 076: “Manages to elicit in others feelings similar to those he or she is experiencing” (
e.g., when angry, acts in such a way as to provoke anger in others; when anxious, acts in such a way as to induce anxiety in others); Item 116: “Tends to see own 
unacceptable feelings or impulses in other people instead of in him/herself.”). Disrupted line: Broken off treatment, continuous line: Completed treatment; tp: Half-
yearly measurements showed a significant effect of time (P = 0.004). SWAP: Shedler-Westen Assessment Procedure.

As far as the drop-out patients could be reached, they reported no increase in self-
harming behavior; one was referred to supportive therapy by the therapist due to the 
development of psychotic transference.

First year of therapy–outcome variables
Considering the patients' characteristics, changes in borderline pathology and, 
simultaneously, improvements in the quality of object relations were observed, when 
both forms of therapy were taken into account. With regard to the patient, an increase 
in the ability to recognize positive affects was observed during PSA, while a decrease 
in the same category was seen during PDT. However, an increase in therapeutic action 
was observed during PDT, while therapeutic action during PSA treatment stayed 
constant. Concerning the working alliance, a reduction in the positive working 
relationship between therapist and patient was noted during PSA treatment, whereas 
an increase in the same category was observed during PDT. The descriptive analysis of 
the pre-post variables (SWAP-Borderline, AREQ-positive affect, QORS-total score, 
PRQ-positive working alliance and PQS-therapeutic action), defined as the difference 
between the values of each variable at beginning of therapy (t1) and after one year of 
therapy (t3,) is presented in Table 4 ("SWAP-borderline" = SWAP personality 
syndrome "dysregulated/borderline"). All means were close to zero (with the 
exception of "SWAP-Borderline"), showing little to no difference between baseline and 
follow up (after one year) measurements (Table 4: "mean"). Only the variable "SWAP-
Borderline" showed a negative response during the first year of PDT treatment (i.e., 
less BPD symptoms), and a positive value in the PSA treatment (i.e., more BPD 
symptoms) however, the standard deviation was in this case somewhat higher than in 
the other variables (mean SWAP Borderline PSA = 6.71; SD ± 9.29; mean SWAP 
Borderline PDT = -3.18; SD ± 7.94).

In univariate analysis, the difference between the two therapeutic methods in 
concern to changes in the variable "SWAP Borderline" was examined and was shown 
to be significantly different (PDT: Estimate 4.07; T = 2.19; SD ± 1.73; P = 0.402; Table 5). 
The age of the patients was found to not be significantly different, with a P = 0.087, 
however it still displayed a strong trend, with younger patients showing better results 
(Table 5). Thus, it is evident that during the first year of therapy, the therapeutic 
method PSA led to a higher decrease regarding the symptom profiles reproduced in 
the variable "SWAP Borderline" than the therapeutic approach PDT (Table 3). 
Nevertheless, a higher variance of individual therapy results after the first year 
occurred in PSA (Table 3). Thus, when looking at the mean change in the variable 
"SWAP Borderline" after one year, PDT showed a significantly more pronounced 
improvement (Table 4). Sex, education, and family status of the patient as well as the 
sex of the therapist were not found to be significant. A multivariate analysis, regarding 
the risk factors therapeutic method and patient age, was also performed and the 
following results were found: In both cases, the levels of significance did not change 
and the therapeutic method remained significant (PDT: Estimate 4.01; T = 2.33 ± 1.73; P 
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Table 4 Changes in patient characteristics, borderline pathology, and object relations after one year of therapy (mean ± SD)

Min Max P value

PSA 6.71 9.29 -1.58 29.58

PDT -3.18 7.94 -10.61 15.22

0.024aSWAP Borderline

Total 2.02 9.85 -10.61 29.58

PSA -0.11 0.98 -1.57 1.86

PDT 0.19 0.86 -0.94 1.43

0.513AREQ positive affect

Total 0.03 0.91 -1.57 1.86

PSA -0.20 0.73 -1.60 0.90

PDT -0.34 0.75 -1.70 0.50

0.726QORS total score

Total -0.26 0.72 -1.70 0.90

PSA 0.15 0.35 -0.33 0.50

PDT -0.27 0.73 -1.08 0.50

0.339PRQ positive working 
alliance

Total -0.08 0.60 -1.08 0.50

PSA -0.00 0.60 -0.73 1.00

PDT -0.28 0.45 -1.07 0.47

0.318PQS therapeutic action

Total -0.14 0.53 -1.07 1.00

aP < 0.05. Mean differences (“mean”) regarding the mean scores of the relevant variables (“Shedler-Westen Assessment Procedure-borderline”, “Affect 
experience and affect regulation Q-sort-positive affect”, “Quality of object relations scale total score”, “Psychotherapy relationship questionnaire-positive 
working alliance”, “Psychotherapy process Q-sort therapeutic action”) between the score at baseline vs the score after the first year of therapy (t1 minus t3, 
where t1 represents measurements taken at baseline and t3 after 1 yr of therapy). PSA: Psychoanalysis; PDT: Psychodynamic psychotherapy; SWAP: 
Shedler-Westen Assessment Procedure; AREQ: Affect experience and affect regulation Q-sort; QORS: Quality of object relations scale; PRQ: Psychotherapy 
relationship questionnaire; PQS: Psychotherapy process Q-sort.

Table 5 Univariate analysis of the variable “Shedler-Westen Assessment Procedure Borderline” (mean ± SD)

Patient characteristics Estimate T value P value

PDT group 4.07 1.86 2.19 0.042a

Sex of patient 2.89 5.18 0.56 0.584

Sex of therapist 7.15 4.24 1.68 0.109

Education: Apprenticeship 12.21 10.49 1.16 0.261

Education: Vocational school 3.15 8.29 0.38 0.709

Education: High school -2.80 5.78 -0.48 0.635

Married -1.03 7.19 -0.14 0.888

Divorced -0.39 9.90 -0.04 0.969

Age 0.41 0.22 1.81 0.087

aP < 0.05. SWAP-borderline: Shedler-Westen Assessment Procedure personality syndrome “dysregulated/borderline”; PDT: Psychodynamic psychotheray.

= 0.033), while patient age continued to not reach the fixed significance level (Age: 
Estimate 0.40; T = 1.98 ± 0.20; P = 0.064).

Secondary variables 
Examining the four secondary variables during the first year of therapy, no statistically 
significant differences could be found between the two types of therapeutic methods 
(PSA vs PDT): AREQ-positive affect (estimate -0.31; T = -1.70 ± 0.18; P = 0.117), QORS-
total score (estimate 0.08; T = 0.38 ± 0.20; P = 0.714), PRQ-positive working alliance 
(estimate 0.00; T = 0.01 ± 0.26; P= 0.993) and PQS-therapeutic action (estimate 0.14; T = 
1.01 ± 0.14; P = 0.333). Consequently, no further calculations and analyses were 
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performed, regarding the secondary variables. Similarly, no significant changes were 
found in the variable "therapeutic dosage" (P = 0.298). However, the changes observed 
after time-point t5, i.e., after 2.5 years of PDT, resulting in a constant decrease in 
borderline pathology, is quite interesting (difference in "SWAP Borderline", in the 175th 
session mean was -9.08; in the 245th session mean was 15.22). In the therapeutic method 
PSA, a constant decrease in borderline pathology is seen from the start.

"Repetitive interaction structures," which are defined as responses of the patient 
towards therapeutic action with an increase in positive effects, are depicted in 
Figure 2. The graph illustrates a sequence of five consecutive sessions measured on a 
semi-annual basis. However, it is essential to mention that Figure 2 is merely a graphic 
presentation of the data since therapeutic action had no significant influence on the 
variable "SWAP Borderline". The main finding is depicted in Figure 2: The time-lag of 
the repetitive "interaction structures" in PSA is shorter (approximately two/three 
sessions) than the time-lag observed during PDT (about five sessions). Thus, the 
descriptive analysis showed patterns quite distinct for each method.

Qualitative analysis of interactive patterns, example
With respect to PSA, a qualitative analysis of character traits with the SWAP showed 
repetitive patterns of trait fluctuations over the course of three years. The 
interpretation of the object-relationship dyad in transference with patient-, therapist-, 
and interaction-variables carried out with the PQS showed repetitive patterns of 
interaction when treatment was successful. PQS patient items and interaction items 
showed a rise in patient items when "interaction structure" items were rated as low 
and vice versa (Figure 3). In unsuccessful therapy attempts, in neither the SWAP nor in 
the PQS/AREQ ratings did similar patterns manifest, with a relatively constant course 
over time (not shown). When looking at a set of five consecutive sessions, positive 
affective response (measured with the AREQ) increased following therapeutic 
interventions, with a time-lag phenomenon manifestly present (Figure 4). Qualitative 
analysis revealed shorter time-lag for the positive affective response of the patient 
towards the therapists' interaction in PSA in contrast to PDT (Figure 2; PSA two/three 
sessions, PDT five sessions).

DISCUSSION
The combined analyses of repetitive patient-therapist interaction structures (AREQ, 
PQS) and patient characteristics (SWAP-200, AREQ, QORS) performed in this study 
have met the demands for therapy concomitant evaluations, which were briefly 
mentioned in the introduction and have also been described in the literature[10]. By 
means of such therapy concomitant evaluations, where the assessment of therapeutic 
techniques and changes in patient characteristics are combined, the possibility of 
specifying specific therapeutic methods is opened up.

Changes in patient characteristics
Our results have shown that patients, who were treated with PDT in the same time 
frame as patients treated with psychoanalysis proper, showed similar changes in the 
quality of object relations and affect parameters, albeit, however, with considerably 
distinct changes in personality pathology.

The increase in borderline pathology at the beginning of the PSA treatment is quite 
noticeable (mean change in SWAP borderline: PSA +6.71, PDT -3.18) with a higher 
variance of observed changes in the PSA group especially in the first year of therapy 
(Table 4). However, after one and after three years of therapy, mean “SWAP 
borderline” score was lower in the PSA group, while in the PDT group this score was 
even slightly increased.

These results indicate that indications for the two different methods must be 
assigned wisely, as they are not interchangeable.

Although all patients were diagnosed with BPD at the beginning of treatment, the 
two groups differed in the first six months of therapy. Considerably more patients in 
the PDT group were affected by social inhibitions (avoidant/self-conscious traits) and 
discomfort in social (schizoid traits) and close relationships (schizotypal traits). 
Borderline patients with schizoid personality pathology, treated with PDT, showed 
improvements, especially after the first year of therapy, while corresponding patients 
in the parallel group, treated with PSA, showed positive changes right from the start. 
Similar results have been reported in the Anna Freud Center study[44], where the 
psychoanalytic treatment of young patients with borderline and narcissistic 
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Figure 2 Therapeutic action and positive affect. The evaluation of therapeutic action (‘thakt’, i.e., psychotherapy process Q-sort-therapeutic action) and 
positive affects in patients [‘Affect experience and affect regulation Q-sort (AREQ)-EF2’, i.e., AREQ-positive affect] was performed semi-annually in five consecutive 
therapy sessions (measurement 1-5). The results of the annual measurements (baseline, 12, 24 and 36 mo) of thakt and AREQ-EF2 (mean) are presented in the 
figure for the psychoanalysis and for the psychodynamic therapy group. PSA: Psychoanalysis; PDT: Psychodynamic psychotherapy.

Figure 3 Patient-therapist interactions. Object-relation dyad measured with psychotherapy process Q-sort. Patient items are shown in blue, “interaction 
structure items” are shown in magenta. The follow-up was > 36 mo.

personality disorders was performed at different frequencies (five times vs once per 
week) and then ultimately compared. The problems encountered with narcissistic 
personalities of not being able to accept interpretations[45] or creating transference 
configurations, where the analyst becomes a shut-out observer[46], are more likely to 
be solved during PSA.

In the descriptive analysis of the secondary moderating and mediating variables, it 
appeared that in higher-frequency therapeutic methods, such as PDT, therapeutic 
action increased during the first year of therapy. This observation could possibly be 
related to the therapists' more vigorous focus on the working alliance (see an increase 
in a positive working relationship). But, one can only speculate here, since the 
secondary variables did not show any statistically significant differences between the 
two therapeutic methods. The therapeutic dose, interestingly, also did not show any 
statistical significance, by which closer observation of the interaction process becomes 
more relevant.
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Figure 4 Affective response and psychotherapy process: Case example. Affective response (Affect experience and affect regulation Q-sort: Positive 
affect, shown in magenta) and therapeutic interaction structures (Psychotherapy process Q-sort: Shown in blue) over the course of 36 mo. PQS: Psychotherapy 
process Q-sort; AREQ: Affect experience and affect regulation Q-sort.

Interaction process
Psychoanalyses, with quick interactions (meaning that a therapeutic action is followed 
by an increase in positive affects in the patient within the next two to three sessions, 
i.e., within two or three days), show a continuous decrease in the borderline pathology. 
Transference interpretations[42,47], closely followed by affective changes in the 
patient, present the most effective interaction styles in PSA. Strachey[48] described, 
taking into consideration Melanie Klein's theory, the role of projection and introjection 
in the analytic situation: The patient projects impulses and aspects of his/her inner 
world onto the analyst and then reacts upon these (projected aspects) as if these 
elements were part of the analyst[21,48]. Strachey[48] stressed, that changes in one's 
psyche are possible, when the previously described phenomena are analyzed step by 
step (e.g., by analyst-centered interpretations), as it is often done in psychoanalysis[47-
49]. Interactional micro-processes occurring during psychotherapeutic treatment (i.e., 
body language, facial expressions and facial micro expressions, expression in words 
and ideas) provide cues about unconscious fears, wishes and conflicts. These 
enactments lead to a countertransference reaction in the therapist often outside of 
awareness at first. By getting to know patients' affect perception, processing, and 
expressions, therapists can provide interpretations and analysis.

Clarification and confrontation, as well as the interpretation and working through 
of the external reality of the patient, play a large role in higher-frequency therapeutic 
methods such as PDT[50]. Patterns in social interaction and ways of problem-solving 
are enacted in the patient-therapist setting, a thorough observation of such enactments 
(manifesting in language, gesture, facial expression, and micro-expression) is crucial 
for the detection of unconscious and preconscious material. This interactivity in the 
learning environment provided by the therapeutic setting leads to improved problem-
solving and achievement of new perspectives.

The interaction styles in the PDT group of our study were slower; therapeutic 
actions and respective positive affective reactions of the patients were often observed 
to extend over three or four sessions (i.e., two weeks). This difference, observed in the 
descriptive analysis, could possibly be due to different session frequencies, setting, or 
therapeutic techniques. Meltzer[12] and Etechegoyen[51] have pointed out, that at the 
beginning of treatment mostly externalizing, projective mechanisms can be observed
[12,51]. If these projective mechanisms are not understood and treated promptly and 
sufficiently, unsatisfactory therapy outcomes will be then more likely. The worsening 
of the borderline pathology could hypothetically be associated with the therapists' 
focus mainly on external reality and working alliance, without employing transference 
(optionally analyst-centered) interpretations.

Limitation
While assigning patients to the two therapy groups, PSA and PDT, despite the known 
heterogeneity of BPD patients[52], we attempted to match patients who were 
comparable to one another, as far as their personality structure was concerned; 
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however, differences in the patients' personality traits were found in both therapy 
groups. The fact that the assigning of patients to therapy groups depended on the 
availability of a therapist may be seen as a legitimate point of criticism. These 
differences, however, were only found to be significant in patients with avoidant traits 
and may therefore be seen as having an only minor influence on the total outcome. As 
for the "therapeutic dosage", it would be of further scientific interest, to systematically 
research the relationship between the number of treatment sessions and therapy 
outcome. This study showed no significant differences in this matter.

Treatment of patients with the borderline disorder has traditionally been limited 
due to high drop- out rates already within the first months of treatment in outpatient 
settings (by the six-month point only 34% to 57% of BPD outpatients remain in 
treatment[53,54]). Although BPD has a known positive trajectory over time, 
comorbidities[55] are frequent and long-term functional recovery is difficult, with 
short-term therapies often not addressing the underlying problematic personality 
traits[56]. Thus, in our clinical understanding, the analysis of the characteristics of 
early patient-therapist interactions is essential due to known difficulties in collab-
oration with BPD[53,54]. One strength of this study is that complete long-term follow-
up data (three years) were available for a majority of the participants (i.e., PSA: 70%, 
PDT: 50%). Future research should investigate the specific drop-out process in BPD 
and further investigate factors that may improve long-term outcome, like repairing 
alliance ruptures.

Our research was carried out in a naturalistic manner, conducting on-site 
assessments. Thus, the observed phenomena resemble the 'real world'. Hypothesis-
generating clinical research does not replace hypothesis-testing, but it can facilitate the 
development of a specific hypothesis that can be tested by the application of an 
experiment. The retrospective design limits the level of evidence. Our findings have 
descriptive value and contributed to the foundation of clinical-relevant hypotheses 
that might be further investigated in an experimental study design. Emotional 
reactivity in patients with borderline personality disorder (BPD) due to dysfunctional 
processes is still a concept being developed[52,57]. We agree that a larger sample size 
would have been favorable. With a small sample we are limited to detecting big 
differences or big "effects" and our data need replication[58]. Further research should 
choose a larger sample size, to ensure sufficient power for extrapolating the results of 
any statistical analysis to the overall patient population. Of course, the design of an 
observational study with hot-spot recruitment should be replicated, which is currently 
under progress in our department. Replication seems not only necessary, but 
interesting, as other centers had found similar findings[59] especially concerning the 
dose-efficacy question and differences in high- and low-frequent settings: The more 
sessions took place with psychoanalytic technique, the better psycho-structural change 
could be achieved[59].

Very restricted resources often limit availability of psychotherapy in outpatient 
settings, despite the relevance of mental health problems. However, psychotherapy 
should be available for everyone with psychological strains and in need of treatment. 
In the outpatient clinic where this study took place, therapy places for borderline 
patients also with limited resources were available. Unfortunately, this might not be 
the usual terms.

CONCLUSION
Exploring the changes in patient characteristics and linking these changes to specific 
treatment strategies is of clinical importance not only when starting treatment but also 
for its long-term progress. The quality and accurate timing of patient-therapist 
interactions seem to be essential to change processes than the number of such 
interactions. During psychoanalytic treatments, therapy concomitant evaluations 
should be used to identify aspects of the therapy, that can either be promising for or 
preventive to a positive outcome and so that the therapist can accordingly adjust 
his/her intervention techniques. In therapy concomitant evaluations, the observation 
of repetitive interaction structures in connection to changes in patient characteristics 
should be a focus. By assessing the capability of therapists to interpret transferences 
appropriately, this instrument of a treatment concomitant evaluation could be used to 
assure the quality of psychoanalytic treatments. However, high-level evidence from 
meta-analysis regarding effects of psychological therapies for people with borderline 
personalities is still scant but benefits over TAU have been shown[60-63].
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ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS
Research background
Emotional reactivity in patients with borderline personality disorder (BPD) due to 
dysfunctional processes is still a concept being developed. Specifically designed 
psychotherapies for BPD have significant, modest benefits over TAU. The effects of 
psychotherapy on BPD are still insufficiently understood. Substantial heterogeneity of 
processes and populations studied contributes to varying research results when invest-
igating the effects of different treatment methods, and whether they differ from each 
other.

Research motivation
The question was whether similarities and differences between psychoanalysis (PSA) 
and psychodynamic psychotherapy (PDT) in BPD would be detectable, especially in 
terms of emotional reactivity in the patient-therapist interaction.

Research objectives
We aimed to study repetitive interaction patterns in patients with BPD undergoing 
either psychoanalysis or psychodynamic therapy.

Research methods
Within a retrospective study framework, we compared matched PSA (n = 10) and PDT 
(n = 10) BPD patients’ treatment sessions. Five consecutive sessions were recorded and 
analyzed, with evaluation of effects compared to baseline over three years. Patient 
characteristics (including affect regulation and personality traits), quality of object 
relations, as well as related therapeutic actions, were analyzed (micro-process 
analysis).

Research results
Differences between PSA and PDT were significant when analyzing the “mean 
change” in the Shedler-Westen Assessment Procedure Borderline variable after one 
year of therapy (P = 0.024). Variance of observed change was higher in PSA than in 
PDT (SDPSA ± 9.29 vs SDPDT ± 7.94). Transference interpretations are followed closely by 
affective changes in the patient, and were useful modes of interaction.

Research conclusions
PSA and PDT were both effective in BPD. Interactional aspects differed between the 
two treatments.

Research perspectives
As BPD patients are a very heterogeneous population, further research should focus 
on investigating optimal matching of BPD patients to specific modes of affect 
regulation, as well as which specific level of personality functioning would benefit 
from a given therapy modality.
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